
Professor at the University of Johannesburg
Professor at the University of Cape Town
Professor Extraordinaire at North West University
Research associate Professor at Gordon Institute of Business Science (GIBS), University of Pretoria

Experienced and knowledgeable business professional, Chairman and Business Owner of his own successful consulting firm
with more than 70 consultants (whose consulting work revolve around the Johannesburg Stock Exchange and their many
listed companies).  He was an ex-shareholder of Price Waterhouse, and has held Executive roles in MNCs in Resources,
FMCG and Financial Services, thus familiar with the strategic business issues and challenges of business leaders. He has also
been the adviser to the President for over 10 years on conditions of service and employment practices for Public Office
Bearers and Civil Servants.
 
On the academic front, he supervises, mentors and lecturers to Doctorate and Masters students from various Universities.

 
To date, he has written & co-written more than 15 books and contributed to over 400 non-academic papers, either
presented or published, or on the radio or TV. He has been visiting Singapore over the past 8 years to facilitate course
modules and masterclasses.

JOB EVALUATION
Understand the fundamental principles of Job Evaluation
Understand the role of the Job Evaluation committee
Compare the various Job Evaluation systems
Understand the theory and principles of Paterson Job Evaluation methodology
Principles of globally used job evaluation systems
Be able to do a comparison between various Job Evaluation systems available

Conducted by Prof. Dr. Mark Bussin

What is
covered

13 July 2020
3-hour session @ 2pm

COVID-19 SNEF Funded fee: $180*/pax
*all fees subject to prevailing GST
Eligible to all employer sponsored registration - applicable to all employee
categories, Singaporeans and non-Singaporeans

REGISTER NOWVisit www.snef.org.sg/training/digitallearning

For enquiries, email: ytsoon@snef.org.sg

Your
takeaways

You will be able to assess jobs more effectively and accurately, interpret the fundamental
principles of Job Evaluation and at the same time undertake the evaluation of jobs utilising
Paterson Job Evaluation methodology

Assessing jobs effectively and accurately and an overview of the various systems


